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I. INTRODUCTION 
A ring R with 1 is called an E-ring provided Hom,(R, R) z R under the 
map cp + 1~. The class of E-rings was defined and studied by Schultz [S] 
in 1973, and further investigated by Bowshell and Schultz [BS] in 1977. 
Examples of E-rings include Z/(n), subrings ofQ, and pure subrings of the 
ring of p-adic integers. More interesting examples are the torsion-free 
E-rings of finite rank. These were characterized in [BS] as those rings 
quasi-isomorphic to R, x R, x . . . x R,, where each Ri is a strongly 
indecomposable subring of an algebraic number field and 
Hom,(R,, Rj) = 0 for i #j. In spite of their seemingly specialized nature, 
such rings have played an important role in the theory of torsion-free 
groups of finite rank, dating back to Beaumont-Pierce [BPl, BP2], and 
Pierce [P] in 1960-1961. (See also [APRVW, NR, PV, RI.) 
Relatively little has been published on infinite rank torsion-free E-rings. 
Indeed, until recently, the only examples of these were provided by the 
pure subrings of the p-adic integers. In this paper, the “Black Box” of 
Shelah is used to construct a host of large E-rings. We show that any tor- 
sion-free p-reduced, p-cotorsion-free, commutative ring S may be embed- 
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ded as a p-pure subring of an E-ring of cardinality Iz,whenever 2 is a car- 
dinal satisfying 1 IsI = R This answers two questions posed in CBS]. First of . 
all, there xist E-rings of cardinality larger than any given cardinality. This
also settles a question of category theory posed by Isbell [I, p. 6451, see 
also [BS, pp. 198 and 214). Second, there are strongly indecomposable 
E-rings which are not domains. 
We further show how, by the same methods, large rigid systems of 
E-rings may be constructed. More precisely, given aring S and a cardinal A 
as above, there xist E-rings Ri, i < 2”, all of cardinality I and containing S 
as a p-pure subring such that Hom,(R,, Rj) = 0 if i # j. 
Our notation is standard. Specifically, ZP isthe ring of integers localized 
at the prime p, ZP denotes the p-adic integers, andQP is the subring of the 
rationals Q generated by l/p. A ring (or group) R is p-cotorsion-free if 
Hom,(Z,, R) = 0. We write maps on the right and make the usual iden- 
tification of an ordinal with its et of predecessors. A cardinal isviewed as 
the least of equipotent ordinals. The paper [CG] is the fundamental 
reference for our treatment ofthe Black Box of Shelah. 
II. THE “BLACK Box” 
We will introduce a version of Shelah’s “Black Box” tailored toour pur- 
poses. 
Let S be a p-reduced torsion-free commutative ring with identity. Set 
rc = (Sj, and note that K B cc). We fix a regular cardinal I such that A” = 1. 
Thus cf(n) = 2 > rc 2~. The regularity assumption, cf((n) = A, is not 
necessary but considerably simplifies thearguments. Inany case, I can be 
chosen larger than any given cardinal. Let 
F= S[X(a, k): CI < 1, k < K] (2-l) 
be the polynomial ring over S in the independent commuting variables 
X(a, k). In general, we denote by e the p-adic ompletion fthe group G, 
so P is the p-adic ompletion of F. Recall that an element xE& has a 
unique representation 
x=~{s,M: ME T}, (2.2) 
where T is a countable set of monomials, s,,, E s, and, for all n, sM E ~“3 for 
almost all M. We will call (2.2) the basic representation of x. The support of 
x, [x], is defined by 
[x] = {M:s,#O} (2.3) 
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when x = C s,M is the basic representation of x. For ,D d 1, let 
F, = S[X(cl, k): CL < p, k < ~1. For a subset P c P we define its norm, j( P([, 
by 
llPl[ =inf{p: Pc~~}. (2.4) 
Note that [P] = [P] and (( P(( = ]18/1 for any p-pure subgroup P of F. The 
key concepts involved in the Black Box are the following. 
2.5. DEFINITION. (1) A canonical subalgebra P is any polynomial 
S-subalgebra of F of the form 
P=S[X(cr,k):orEZ,k<Ic] 
for some subset Zof I with 111 < rc. 
Note that acanonical subalgebra P satisfies IPIQ K; P is a (group) direct 
summand of F hence p-pure in F and in P; and P is a summand of Z? Any 
subset A of F with IA 1 < K is contained ina canonical subalgebra, andif A 
is a subset of E with IAl < IC then there is a canonical subalgebra P such 
that A c P. The family of all canonical subalgebras is closed under unions 
of countable ascending chains. 
(2) A trap is a triple (f, P, cp) where 
f is a sequence of ordinals f(0) <f( 1) < . . . < 2 ; P is a canonical sub- 
algebra such that x(f(n), k)~ P for all n<w and all k < K; 
lIPI/ =sup{f(n):n<o} (so that cf(IIPII)=o) and cpEHom,(P, P)= 
Hom,( P, P). 
We are now ready for Shelah’s BLACK BOX. 
2.6. THEOREM. For some ordinal A* there xists a sequence of traps 
~~ = (f,, P,, cp,), u < A*, such that 
(1) IIP,lI d lIPfill ifa<b. 
(2) If a # p then Im fa n Im ffl is finite. 
(3) Zf fi+~~<tl then (X(f,(n), e(n)): n<o} n P, isfinitefor any 
function e :w + K. 
(4) Zf A is a subset of P of cardinality < K and if cp E End P then there 
exists a < ,I* such that A c P,, llA/ < llP,ll and cp IP, = (Pi. 
Proof (a) We will follow the proof given by Comer and GGbel [CG]. 
For n -CO define a partial trap of Length n to be a triple T = (f, P, cp) where f
is a finite s quence 
fUJ)<f(l)< ... <f(n)<A 
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P is a canonical subalgebra ofF and cp E Hom,(P, p). We claim that the 
cardinality of the set of all partial traps (of any length) is 1. Indeed, 
IsI 6 JSI o< I, hence I El < ( # of choices of countable supports) * ( # of 
assignments ofcoefficients) < 1” *ISI” = I; ( # of finite s quences f)= 1; 
( # of canonical subalgebras P)< 1”. ISI = Iz, and for a canonical sub- 
algebra P, IHom,(P, E)l = A” = A. This implies the claim. Choose an 
enumeration r ,,, u < 1, for the set of all partial traps (of any length). Next, 
choose an injection 
strictly increasing in each arguent and such that h(a, /?, y) > max{cl, /I, y}. 
Given a partial trap rV = (f, P, cp) of length n, let f’= H(r,) be the 
sequence defined by f’(i) = f(i) for 0 < i < n, and f’(n + 1) = h(f(n), 
% IIPII ). 
Suppose a sequence z,(,) = (fn, P,, CPA n < w, of partial traps of length n
is given satisfying 
(0 fJ(7,~,,)=f,+l~ 
(ii) { X(fJO), k): k< K} c P, and 
fX(f,+,(n+l),k):k<~c)uP,cP,+, 
(iii) P,(P~cP~+~ 
(iv) vn+IlPn=4h. 
We call 7 = (f, P, cp) the H-trap given by the sequence ?vCnj whenf= Unfn, 
P=U,P,, p=lJn~” and we write 7=U,t,(,). Using f,,+l(n+l)= 
h(f,(n), r(n), lIPnIl) > (JP,I( we obtain that lIPI = sup{f,(n): n < o>. It is 
easily seen that H-traps atisfy the other properties of traps hence are traps. 
The sequence of traps 7, of the Black Box will be obtained via an indexing 
of the set of H-traps. 
(b) We show first hat for distinct H-traps 7= (f, P, cp) and 
T’ = (f’, P’, cp’) the set Im f n Im f’ is finite. In fact, let 7 = Un~v(n), 
z’= Unrs,(,,) and assume f(n)=S’(m) for some n, m. Since h(f(n- I), 
0 - 1 ), II p, - 1 II = f(n) =f’(m) = W’k - 11, v’(m - 11, II p:, ~1 II 1, by the 
choice of h we have r(n - 1) = r’(m - 1 ), and hence n = m. By induction it
follows that q(i) = q’(i) for all ic n. Hence if there are infinitely many n, m 
with f(n) =f’(m) then q(i) = q’(i) for all iand 7 = z’. Thus (2) of the Black 
Box will be satisfied r gardless of which indexing is chosen later. 
(c) Condition (4) also does not depend on indexing and will be verified 
next. Let cp E End,E and let A be a subset of fi with 1 Al < K. Then 
cf( IIA II )< K and since K< 1 and Iz is regular there xists p with \IA )I < p < 1. 
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Choose a canonical subalgebra P, such that A c p, and { X(p, k): k< K > c 
P,, and set ‘pO = q 1 P, and fO(0) =j~. Then r,(,,) = (fO, P,,, qDo) is a partial 
trap of length 0. Having chosen t?(,) = (f,, P,, cp,), let f,, i = H(rV(,)), 
choose a canonical subalgebra P,, , satisfying (ii) and (iii) and set 
(~,,+~=(~lp,+~. Then ~~~~+~)=(f~+,, P +l, (P~+~) extends the sequence 
of partial traps and the H-trap r= (Jnr,,(nJ clearly does the job. 
(d) For the rest it suffices to show that the set of H-traps can be well- 
ordered such that (1) and (3) hold in that ordering. We first use (b) to 
show that for any fixed H-trap r = (f, P, rp) there are at most rc” many 
H-traps r’ = (f’, P’, cp’) such that 
(X(f’(n), e(n)): n < 0) n P is infinite (2.7) 
for some map e : w -+ K. Suppose (2.7) is true. Let [ [P] ] = { ct :X(a, k) E P 
for some k). Then (2.7) is equivalent to
Imf’n WI1 is countably infinite. (2.8) 
Since I[ [P] ] 1 d K there are at most rcw countable subsets of [[PI]. If I 
is a countably infinite subset of [[P] ] and Im f’ n [ [P] ] = 
Im f” n [[P] ] = I for asecond H-trap r” = (J”, P”, cp”) then Im f’ n Im f u 
is infinite and r’ = r” by (b). This proves that (2.7) holds for at most K~ 
many r’. 
(e) The rest of the proof is exactly as in [CG]. We repeat it here to 
make the paper self-contained. Th  set of H-traps is partitioned into sub- 
sets of equal norms of canonical subalgebras, ndordered lexicographically 
first according to norm. Thus if r = (L P, q), r’= (f’, P’, cp’), and 
11 PII < 11 P’ll then r < r’. Below we will well-order H-traps of equal norm. 
This will certainly take care of (1). Our ordering up to now does not con- 
flict with (3). In fact, if11 PII < )(P’II then {X(fl(n), e(n)): n <o} n P is finite 
since (lP’I(=sup(f’(n):n~~)>((P(I and hence f'(n) > ((P(( for almost 
all n. To complete the ordering consider a set T of traps r= (f, P, cp) with 
11 PII = v for fixed v. For T E T we define 
D,(r) = (r’ = (f ‘, P’, cp’) E T: Im f' n P is infinite}, (2.9) 
D,,+,(T)= u (DOW: ~‘~Dnb)), (2.10) 
D(r) =LJ D,(T). (2.11) 
By (d) we have [Do( < rc”, further byinduction ID,(z)1 < rcW, and finally 
ID(z)1 i Kw. We state the essential properties of this construction. 
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(a) For each r E T, D(r) is defined and r E D(r). 
(b) P(7)l< JP. 
(c) If 7’ = (f’, P’, cp’), r”= (f”, P”, cp”) are in T with 7’ E D(7) 
(2.12) 
and r” $ D(7) then Im f” n [P’] is finite. 
The statement (c) follows because 7” cannot belong to D,(z’) in the given 
situation. 
Next well-order the set A = {D(z): zE T} arbitrarily. For each DE A, let 
D* = D\U (EEA: EC D}. Then the D*, DE A, form a partition of T (with 
D* = 0 possible) and ID*1 < rc”. We now define r < 7’ if 7 ED*, 7’ E E* and 
D < E. Finally, ifr, 7’ E D* we define t < z’ according tosome well-ordering 
of type <rc*’ chosen for D*. For this well-ordering property (3) is satisfied 
because of (2.12)(c). 1 
III. THE CONSTRUCTION 
The subrings of P which will be constructed next will not all be E-rings 
but they have crucial properties which we wish to establish first. Afterwards 
large E-rings will be found among them. 
The construction utilizes the sequence of traps (fol, P , cp,), a< ,I*, 
provided by the Black Box. Given cr<d* and a sequence ,(O)< 
e,(l) < . . . < K let 
2, = 1 {p”X(fm(n), e (n)): n < co} e P’,. (3.1) 
Further, choose b, E P, such that jJb,JJ < JP,JJ ( =sup f,(n)) and set 
a,=b,+C,EP,. (3.2) 
Using any elements of this form we get a transfinite chain of p-pure sub- 
rings R, of P satisfying 
(I,) RI=& 
(1,) R,= Uq<oL &+I, 
VU &+I =&Ca.l., 
where * denotes p-purification of the ring extension R,[a,] in i? It is 
obvious that such chains exist in abundance. Let R = tJ {R,: o! < A*}. The 
ring R has the following fundamental properties. 
3.3. LEMMA. (a) R is a p-pure S-subalgebra of f and hence 
EI-IQ~R=R. Foralla<L*, R,=F[a,:q<a],, while R=F[a,:q<L*] *’ 
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(b) Every x E R, + , has representations 
x= i ciah = i die;, 
i=O i=O 
where ci E Q,, R, and di E Qr R,[b,]. The coefficients c,,di are uniquely deter- 
mined and c, = d,,. 
(c) Suppose p”~=C;=~c~at, cieR,, n>O, c,#O, and c,= 
C,“=, siMi is the basic representation of c,. Then there is K < o such that for 
all k B K, A4,’ X(f,(k), e,(k))” appears with the coefficient sipnk- N in the 
basic representation of x. Thus, si # 0 implies Mi * X( f,(k), e,(k))” E [xl. 
(d) Ifs is p-cotorsion-free thenso is R. 
Proof (a) Trivial. 
(b) If XE R,+, = Ra[aa]*, then there are c~EQ,R, such that 
x=C?=~ ciah =Crzo ci(b, +P,)i=Cl=o diei with diE Q,R,[b,] and 
d, = c,. We use (c) to prove uniqueness. Suppose x= C?=. die: = 0. If n > 0 
and d, # 0, then [x] # 0 by (c). This is a contradiction si ce x= 0. The 
uniqueness ofthe ci follows from that of the di. 
(c) We have pNx=C;=Odi2h with d~=C,=C~,osiMr. By (a) each 
coefficient di isa polynomial inelements c?,, p < a, and b,, /? < c1 with coef- 
ficients in QrF. Recall that for /I < ~1, llbsil < lIPall G II P,ll and for B < u we 
have that { X(fB(n), es(n)): n < o} n {X(f,(n), e (n)): n < CD} is finite 
(2.7(2)). Furthermore, the coefficients fromQrF involve a finite number of 
indeterminates only. Hence there exists K < o such that the variable 
X(f,(k), e,(k)) with k > K does not appear in the basic representation of 
any di. In particular, if k > K then the only place where X(f,(k), e,(k))” 
appears in the expression pNx = C;=. d& is once in 2; = (C { p’X(f,(i), 
e,(i)): i< co} )“. Hence Mi. A’( f,(k), e,(k))” appears with coefficient 
siP nk--N in the basic representation of x and Mi. X(f,(k), e,(k))” E [x] if 
si # 0. 
(d) Suppose CJE Hom,(gP, R). We wish to show that 0 = 0. First 
note that CJ considered asan element of Hom,(Z!,, P) is necessarily a 
.??,-homomorphism. Thisimplies that [xa] = [la] for all 0# x E PP. There 
is a < A* such that lo E R,. We claim that pPa c R,. If not, there is 
O#x~p, such that xaER@+, for some minimal /?a a. By (b) there is a 
monomial A4 such that M.X(f,(k), es(k))“E [xa] = [la] for all suf- 
ficiently large k. If CI = 0 then la = C siMi, si E Q,,!?, while if u > 0 then 
la = Cyzo d&, d,.E QpRy for some y -C cc Either way we can argue as in (b) 
that for all sufficiently large k, X(fs(k), es(k)) does not appear in the basic 
representation of la. This contradiction shows that gPa t R, whenever 
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la E R,. Hence it is suhicient toshow that R, is p-cotorsion-free for all a. 
Since S is p-cotorsion-free so is R. = F. Suppose it has been established that 
R, is p-cotorsion-free for all a <p. Let (TE Hom,(p,, R,). If p is a limit 
ordinal than lo E R, + 1 for some a + 1 <p and hence (T = 0 by induction 
hypothesis. 
Otherwise p= u + 1, and we may assume that lag R,+,\R,. So 
lo = C;=O c,ai for some CUE Q,,Ra, n>O and c,#O. If XE~, then 
xa=C~=,diah with diEQ,R,. Since xa=x(lo) we obtain Cyz,,diui= 
Cy=o (XCi) 0:. F or suhiciently large k, the support of the right-hand side 
contains Mi. X(f,(k), e (k))” where c, = Cp”= ,, siMi is the basic represen- 
tation of c, and si#O. Such a term can be matched on the left hand side 
only if man. By symmetry m =rr. An easy argument shows that 
d,, =XC,E Q,Rm. If N is such that pNd,,ER, then 2, + R, given by 
x--f pNxc, is a nonzero homomorphism contradicting thefact hat R, is 
p-cotorsion-free. 1 
We now refine the construction of the R, by constructing to ether with 
a,=b,+C,, certain elements t, E Eu {cc 1 (where cc $f) so that, in 
addition to (IO), (I,), (II,), we have 
(III,) ts.$R, for ,!?<a 
(IV,) (a) Either ta=aa~ol or else 
(b) t,= cc, a, =C,, and for all bEf., with llbll < IIf,ll, 
ts$R,[b+C,], when /3<a but (b+e,)cp,ER,[b+t?,], 
where 2 = C { p”X(fJn) e(n)): n < co}. 
It is not obvious that such triples R,, a,, t,, a< A*, exist. 
3.4. LEMMA. There exists a sequence of triples R,, a,, t,, a < ,I* such 
that (I,), (I,)-(IV,) are satisfied. 
Proof. (a) (I,) starts the induction. Suppose R,, a < p, and ta, 
a + 1 < p, have been constructed such that (I,), (I,), (III,) hold for a < p, 
and (II,), (IV,) hold for a + 1 <p. If p is a limit ordinal let 
Rr=Ut,<pR,+,. No new t, is required inthis case and we have R,, a < p, 
t,, a+ 1 < p, with the required properties. Suppose p= a -t- 1 for some a. 
Fact. There exists aninfinite sequence of ordinals e(0) < e( 1) < .*. < K 
such that for all b E p, with ((b(l < I( P,((, and for all /I < a, we have 
t,$R,[b+e], where 2=x (p”X(f(n), e(n)): n-co}. 
Accepting this fact for the moment, we choose , = e and, if possible, an 
element b, such that (b, + 2,) cp #R,[b, + e,],. In this case set 
a,= b,+t?,, t,=a,cp, and RI,=R,[a,],. Otherwise we set b,=O, a,=C, 
and t, = co. This clearly extends the chain as required. 
(b) Proof of the Fact. Let E be a collection of K~ many almost disjoint 
481/108,1-7 
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sequences e(0) < e( 1) < ... < K. Suppose, contrary to the claim, that for 
every eE E there is b = b(e) E P, with JJblJ < I\P,/ and /3 = p(e) < a such that 
tS~R,[a(e)],, where a(e)=b+C and F=C {p”X(f,(n), e(n)): n<w}. 
Write tp = C;=O c,a(e)’ with ci E Q,R,. By construction tg 4 R, so that n> 0 
and c, #O. By 3.3(c) there are K-CO and a monomial A4 such that 
M.X(f,(k), e(k))“E [ts] for all k > K. But tg = aspa~ P,, [P,] = [PB], 
and P, is a polynomial gebra, soX(f,(k), e(k)) E [PSI c P, for all k > K. 
By 2.6(3) p< a <p+ rc”. If y is minimal such that y < a <y + KO then 
y < /I < c( < y + rcw. Hence I (/I = /J(e): e E E)) < 1~~. On the other hand, if we 
deal with distinct e,e’ E E, then we must have B(e) # fi(e’): In fact, if 
tpe R,[u(e’)], A R,[a(e)], then we get an identity s=C;=o c,a(e)‘= 
Cyzo clu(e’)‘. S ince , e’ are almost disjoint we obtain acontradiction from 
3.3(c). Since there are KO sequences  in E to choose from, there must be ~~ 
distinct hoices for /I = /I(e), contradicting I(/? = a(e)) 1< K~. This implies 
that there is some eE E such that 
choices of bEP, with l/b/l < ljP,II. 
tg 4 R,[b + F,] for /I < a, and for all 
1 
IV. LARGE E-RINGS 
Let R = lJ {R,: a <A*} where the R, are those constructed in III, and 
let (f,, P,, cp,), a<A*, be the traps provided by the Black Box. We will 
show that R is an E-ring, and begin with an easy observation. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let cp E End,F. If for every a < I* there xists x, E & such 
that P,(q - x,) = 0 then cp is multiplication by lq on I? 
Proof. Since REP,, lp=x, for all a. Hence P,(cp-(lp))=O for all a, 
and since Fc lJ P,, 40 is multiplication by 1 cp on F and hence on i? b 
4.2. THEOREM. Let S be any torsion-free, p-reduced, p-cotorsion-free 
commutative ring with identity. Then the ring R constructed inIII is un 
E-ring which is torsion-free, p-reduced, p-cotorsion-free, and contains S us a 
p-pure subring. 
Prooj: We only need to show that R is an E-ring, everything else being 
obvious or following from 3.3. Let cp E End I’, and assume cp is not a mul- 
tiplication. Then, by 4.1, there is a /I such that P,(rp - x) # 0 for any x E i? 
Hence, 
&cp -xl is not contained inR, (4.3) 
since P,(rp - x) is a nonzero image of a p-adically complete group while R
is p-cotorsion-free (3.3(d)). By 2.6(4), using A = P,u P,cp, there xists 
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u<A* such that P,uP,cpcP’,, IIP,suPB’pI)<IIP.II and cpIP,=cp,. We 
will show that t, # 00. Then a,cp = t, $ R by (III,) and (IV,) showing that 
cp#End R. 
Suppose to the contrary that t, = a, and thus (b +t?,) q E R,[b + e,], 
for all be?, with jlbll < I(P,(l. In particular, 2 cp~ R,[e,], so 
e,cp=CI=,~~eb,c~~Q~R,,andforanyb~P~,(b+~,)cp~R,[b+e,],,so 
(b+e,)rp=C~=“=,di(b+e,)‘, dicQr,Ra. Thus 
bq = f di(b+e,)‘- i c& 
i=O i=O 
Since IIb(p(l < lP,ll = II&J we conclude from 3.3(b) that 
For c, # 0 and n > 1, necessarily n = m, d, = c,, and 
nc,b+d,,-l=c,-,. (4.4) 
For n G 1, necessarily d, = cl and bp = do + cl b - CO. (4.5) 
For case (4.4) let k be such that pkc, E i? By 3.3(d), Pgnpkc, is not con- 
tained in R, and choosing bE fi, such that nbpkcn$ R, (4.4) implies that 
nbpkcn = pk(c, _1 - d,, _i) E QP R n P= R, a contradiction. 
In case (4.5), choose k such that pkc, E E and, by 4.3, choose bE P, such 
that pkb(cp - cl) $R. Then (4.5) implies pkb(cp -c,) = pk(do - co) E 
Pn QP R = R, a contradiction once more. Thus t, # co and the proof is 
complete. 1
To get various types of examples we need some easy observations. 
4.6. LEMMA. Let R be an E-ring constructed inthe above fashion within 
F where F= S[ X(a, k): a < 1, k < K]. Then the following hold. 
(a) R is an integral domain tf and only if S is an integral domain. 
(b) An equation x2 = nx, n E Z, is solvable nontrivially in R if and only 
if it is so solvable in S. 
Proof (a) is trivial since if S is an integral domain so are the 
polynomial ring F= S[X(a, k)] and its completion p 
(b) One direction istrivial. Suppose x2 = nx has only the trivial 
solutions inS. Clearly the same is true in the polynomial ring R. = F. If 
x2 = nx is solvable inR it is solvable insome R, + , , Suppose, inductively, 
that there is no nontrivial solution i R,, and x E R, + , satisfies 
x2=nx for some O#nEZ. (4.7) 
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We write x=CyzOciah, c~EQ,R,. Then (4.7) implies by 3.3(b) that 
ci = nc,, (4.8) 
2cOc, = nc,. (4.9) 
By induction hypothesis, (4.8) implies c0 =0 or q,=n. If co =0 then by 
(4.9) c1 = 0 and by looking at (4.7) again and using 3.3(b) we find x= 0. If 
co =n, then n-x is a solution of (4.7) with 0 constant erm, hence 
n-x=0 by the preceeding argument. 1 
It is now easy to get the following existence theorems. 
4.10. COROLLARY. (a) There exist strongly indecomposable E-rings 
which are not domains and have arbitrarily large cardinality. 
(b) There exist E-rings of arbitrarily arge cardinality which are 
domains (and hence strongly indecomposable). 
Proof: (a) Let S be a p-reduced, torsion-free, and p-cotorsion-free ring 
which is strongly indecomposable (such rings exist in abundance). Our 
construction yields a large E-ring containing S. Since S is strongly 
indecomposable, x2 = nx, n #O, is not solvable in S. Hence it is not 
solvable inR (4.6(b)) and since R = End,(R, + ), R is strongly indecom- 
posable. Claim (b) is clear by 4.6(a); S = 2 may be used. 1 
We mention that 4.10 is also an existence theorem for large strongly 
indecomposable torsion-free abelian groups. Corollary 4.10 answers the 
two questions of[BS, p. 2141 described inthe Introduction. 
It is perhaps interesting to observe that any p-reduced, torsion-free, 
p-cotorsion-free group G can be imbedded in a large E-ring (strongly 
indecomposable group). In fact, S = Z@ G can be made into a ring with 
1 E Z as identity and with G2 = 0, and S satisfies the conditions of4.2. 
Finally, asremarked at the beginning of Section II, the assumption that 
the ordinal 1 is regular is made only to simplify arguments and facilitate 
understanding of the proofs. To remove the regularity assumption, fix a 
strictly increasing continuous monomorphism p : cf(n) + 1 -+ ;1+ 1 with 
p(O) = 0 and p(cfA)) = 1. Then define the norm by 
l]Pll =inf{p: PC Fp,,,,} 
as in [CG]. Appropriate modification of the previous arguments yields the 
following theorem. 
4.11. THEOREM. Let S be any torsion-free, p-reduced, p-cotorsion-free 
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commutative ring with identity and L a cardinal such that RlS’ = 2. Then there 
exists a torsion-free, p-reduced, p-cotorsion-free E-ring of cardinality I which 
contains S as a p-pure subring. 
V. RIGID SYSTEMS 
We will prove 
5.1. THEOREM. Let S be a torsion-free, commutative, p-cotorsion-free 
ring with identity and let A. be a (regular) cardinal such that 1” = I where 
K = ISI. Then there xists a system [w of E-rings with the following properties. 
(1) Each R E [w contains the polynomial ring F= S[X(u, k): a < I, 
k -C IC] as a p-pure, p-adically dense subring, 1 R( = L and R is p-cotorsion-free. 
(2) For R, R’E [w, R # R’, Hom,(R, R’) =0 (i.e., [wis a rigid system). 
(3) (RI = 2”. 
Proof: (a) Construct anE-ring R as in IV using the sequence of traps 
ra = (f2, P,, cp,), 01c 1, supplied by the Black Box. Recall that this meant I 
finding elements b, E P,, e, : o -+ K, t,, and aar = b, + L?,, satisfying certain 
properties, andthat R = F[a, : c1< A*] * . The rigid system of E-rings will be 
found as subrings of R generated by parts of the generating set 
{a p-d*}. 
(b) We first form the partition A*= T,, u T, where 
T,= {a<l*: t,#co}, 
T,={a<R*:t,=oC,). 
We claim that 
IT,1 =A. (5.2) 
In fact, let 0# r E R, = F, and consider 
W= {o!<l*: qa=rIP,J 
(i.e., cpcl ismultiplication by r on P,). By (IV,) and (III,) ofSection III it 
follows that WC T,. Hence it suffices to show that ( WI = 1. By (4) of the 
Black Box, W is certainly not void. Suppose IX(V) E W, 0 G v < p, have been 
found for some p < A.. Then 1 l-j y <P P,,,,I < p. K c A, and since 1 is regular 
we find that UvGP P,,,, is not all of F. Choose XEF\U,,~ P,,,, and use 
2.6(4) to get tl(p) < A* such that XE P,(,, and q.(,,) 1 PorcPj = r. Then 
pax(P) # paw for all v< ,u and a(,~) E W. This shows that ( WI = 1. 
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(c) We use Lemma 5.3 below to choose a family f of subsets of T, 
such that (ZJ = 2” and for all G, HE r we have G = H whenever G c H. For 
each GErlet G*=T,,uG and set RG=F[aol:cx~G*]*. Note that R, is 
p-pure and dense in F. 
(d) Each R, is an E-ring: Suppose cp E Hom,(R,, RG) is not a mul- 
tiplication on R,. Since R, is dense in f, cp has a unique extension 
cp E End,E which is not a multiplication. This is exactly the situation con- 
sidered in the proof of 4.2 and it produced c1< 1* with t, # 00 and 
a,q = t, 4 R. Since u E T,,, a, E R, and a,cp = t, $ R,. This contradiction 
shows that R, is indeed an E-ring. 
(e) Hom,(R,, RH) =0 if G# H: If (PE Hom,(R,, RH) we identify 
cp, as in (d), with its unique extension rp~End=J? If cp is not a mul- 
tiplication then we are again in the situation fthe proof of 4.2 and find 
upr ER, with a,cp not in R and even less in R,. Hence cp must be a mul- 
tiplication. Si ce G # H we know, by the choice of the family f, that 
G is not contained in H, Choose NE G, cr$ H. Then a, E R, and 
a,cp = a,. (1~) E R, with 1~ E R,. An argument similar to that used to 
prove 3.3(c) shows this to be impossible unless 1~ = 0. 1 
5.3. LEMMA. Let d be an infinite cardinal. Then there is a family r of 
subsets of Iz such that IlJ = 2”, and for G, HE r we have IGI = I HI = ;1 and 
G = H whenever G c H. 
Proof. Since A= 11 x al we may identify il and I x A. For each f: A + 1, 
let Mf={(a,f(a)):a<A}. Then I{Mf:feI”=2”})=2”, and lMrl=n. 
Suppose Mf c M,. Then f =g and i%f,=M,. 1 
VI. REMARKS 
The authors have seen a prerint of T. Faticoni, wherein he shows that 
countable reduced torsion-free commutative rings with identity can be 
embedded in E-rings of cardinality ~2”. His techniques are different from 
ours, and his results distinct in that his E-rings have small p-rank. 
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